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SUMMARY OF MICHAEL A. STANISH'S TESTIMONY
ON

CONTENTION 1

I. Michael A. Stanish is the Construction Quality Assur-
ance Superintendent at Commonwealth Edison Company's
Byron Station.

II. The NRC has identified items of non-compliance at the
Byron Site, but all have been satisfactorily resolved
by Edison.

A. This conclusion is borne out by the SALP Reports.
B. The NRC's most recent inspection concluded that

, Byron's Construction Quality Assurance Program
I appeared " good" but that certain items of non-

compliance existed. That inspection report is
attached to Mr. Stanish's testimony as Exhibit 1.

C. The following is a list of items of non-compliance
identified on that inspection report and hcv each
item was resolved:

1. The organizational structure of a few con-
tractors at Byron and the role of Edison's
Construction Department in hiring contractor

!

l
QA/QC personnel were questioned. In general,
revisions were made to organizational charts
and no compromise of quality resulted from
the deviations.

2. Two contractors were using a document to
notify production of inspec. ion discrepancies.
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The documents were not controlled by pro-
cedures but have since been included in
appropriate procedures. No adverse effects
occurred because the document was used only
to notify and not to document the correction
of discrepancies.

3. Hatfield Electric Company failed to appro-
priately calculate the maximum cable pull
tension. To correct this, the method of
calculation and applicable implementation
procedures have been revised. Cable pull
reports for previously installed cables are
being reviewed and corrective action will
be taken when necessary.

4. The Hatfield Nonconformance Report included
an entry for action to be taken to prevent
recurrence, but the body of the associated
procedure did not address this portion of
the form. No change was necessary in
Hatfield's established practice, but the
Hatfield procedure was appropriately revised.

5. Both Edison and Hatfield had three noncon-
formance reports which were voided rather
than closed. In each case, a new NCR was
generated and Edison and Hatfield have es-
tablished procedures to prevent future
voided NCR's.

6. Two contractors were inappropriately tagging,
segregating or storing material or equipment.
These problems were corrected, and it deter-
mined that the incorrect procedures did not
affect quality. In addition, one contractor

! had several NCR's which did not properly
address action to prevent recurrence. All
NCR's were reviewed and procedures were re-
vised.

7. The contractors possessed several drawings
which were not the current revision. This
was corrected immediately.

8. The NRC interpreted the ASME Code to regulre
welders to possess certain welding procedures.
Edison asked for a code interpretation from
the ASME Code Committee, which responded that
Edison's practices are acceptable. In all
cases, each welder has access to the procedure.
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9. One contractor kept Quality Control
records in an unlocked cabinet located
in a locked vault which is shared by five
contractors. No evidente of record tamper-
ing exists, and all contractors were sent
a directive stressing the importance of
security. Subsequent checks have not re-
vealed any problems.

10. Certain audit reports did not include all
required criteria. All site contractors
have been directed to include this criteria
and a follow-up check indicates this is
being done.

D. NRC IE Inspection Report 50-454/82-06 identi-
fied three concerns in the Byron's pre-operation
testing program. These were not items of non-
compliance but were unresolved by the inspector.
The inspector further reviewed these items and
determined them to be acceptable.

,

E. NRC IE Inspection Report 50-454/81-08 identi-
fied an aspect of instrument calibration which
was not in compliance. The subject instrument was
recalibrated and the method used to document
calibration was revised.

F. NRC IE Inspection Report 50-454/80-24 identified
an item of non-compliance regarding equipment
anchor belts. A NCR was written, the subject
anchor bolts were replaced and inspected, and
the contractor's procedures were revised.

G. NRC IE Inspection Reports 50-454/81-09 and
50-455/81-08 list two items of noncompliance
related to the inspection of piping system shock
arrestors and of design change for snubber assem-
blies. The inspection aspect occurred because of
an incorrect interpretation of procedures. Per-'

sonnel were instructed about this requirement
and previous installations were inspected. For
the second item, personnel were instructed that
according to procedures, all design changes must
be approved by Engineering.

H. NRC IE Inspection Reports 50-454/81-16 and
50-455/81-12 identified an item of noncompliance
relative to Hatfield's implementation of revised
procedures for electrical cables. The contractor
was told of the correct procedure. Quality of

- --
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DIRECT TESTDIONY

OF

MICHAEL A. STANISH ON CONTENTION 1

.

Q.1 State your name.

i

! A.1 Michael A. Stanish
i

i
1

Q.2 What is your address

My current address is 1322 Yarmouth Cc. , Schaumberg, IL.A.2

Q.3 By whom are you employed and in what capacity?'

By Coumonwealth Edison Company as Construction QualityA.3

Assurance Superintendent at Byron Station.

i

Please describe your education following graduation from high
Q.4

school.

I received a Bachelor of Science Degree in Civil EngineeringA.4
from the University of Illinois at Champaign-Urbana in

December 1973

Please describe your employment experience.Q.5

. _ _ _ _ _ _

__ _;
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A.5 I have worked for Commonwealth Edison Company since February,

1974. My first position was as a construction engineer in the

Station Construction Department working on our Collins Station

Construction Project. My next position was as a design

engineer in our Transmission Engineering Department. My

following and current assignment is in the Quality Assurance

Department. In the five years I have worked in the Quality

Assurance Department, I have spent 10 months in our General

Office performing evaluations of vendor Quality Assurance

Manuals. T was assigned to Byron Quality Assurance for 9

months as a Quality Assurance Engineer, and 5 ponths at Byron

as a Quality Assurance Coordinator. I have had 12 months of

Operating Quality Assurance experience, 3 months on a coal

fired plant, 3 months at our Zion Station as a QA Engineer and

6 months as Quality Assurance Coordinator at our Dresden

Statian. I have been in my current position as Quality

Assurance Superintendent since January, 1981.

Q.6 Please describe the scope of your testimony.

A.6 My testimony is in response to portions of Contention 1,

relating to alleged inadequate quality assurance with respect

to the construction of Byron Station. My testimony describes

the Company's response to certain items of non-compliance

identified by the NRC in its inspections and other

observations made by the NRC concerning quality assurance at

.
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the Byron site. The documents discussed in the balance of my

testimony are those identified by the intervenors as allegedly

substantiating their assertion that the construction Quality
'

Assurance at Byron Station is inadequate.

Q.7 Have there been other items of non-compliance identified by

the NRC in its inspection of construction at Byron.

A.7 Yes, but all of them have been satisfactorily resolved by the
Company. This is borne out by the evaluations made of

construction Quality Assurance in the so-called SALP Reports.
The SALP reports or Systematic Assessment of Licensee

Performance reports are an assessment of the various licensee

activities based on results of NRC site inspections. The 1980

SALP Report concluded that the overall regulatory performance

at Byron is considered average, and that no changes in the

routine NRC inspection program are required. The 1981 SALP

identifies most areas as adequate. It indicated that

management attention and involvement are evident and are

concerned with nuclear safety. The electrical installation

contractor, Hatfield Electric Company, was rated below average
during the early part of the period. The details which

resulted in this rating are explained in the portion of Mr. W.
J. Shewski's testimony which discusses the stopwork and

subsequent corrective actions related to Hatfield Electric.

The SALP report qualified the rating by indicating that NRC

inspections in the latter part of the evaluation period

confirmed that the corrective actions have been effective and
activities in this area are now considered adequate.

>
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Q.8 What is the most recent NRC inspection addressed in your
testimony.

A.8 A special team inspection by the NRC's Region III Office of 2

Inspection and Enforcement which was conducted on 13 separate

days between March 29 and May 11, 1982. As stated in the

cover letter to the NRC Inspection Report dated June 24, 1982,

the purpose of the inspection was to assess the adequacy of

certain aspects of construction quality assurance activities
at the Byron Station. The scope of the assessment included

audits of " quality assurance program interfaces and overview,

corrective action systems, design change, control, material

traceability of installed structure and components, electrical
cable installation, in process inspections and effectiveness

of quality control inspectors". A copy of the NRC inspection

report is attached to my testimony as Exhibit 1.

Q.9 What conclusions did the NRC reach following this special
safety inspection.

A.9 The NRC stated that in general, within the areas inspected,

the Byron Construction Quality Assurance Program appeared
" good". However, there were certain items of non-compliance

identified in the inspection report. Five of the nine items

of non-compliance were Severity Level V, the least significant
of all NRC categories of non-compliance. The remaining four

items of non-compliance were -Severity Level IV. All of the

items of non-compliance discussed in my testimony have been

resolved to the satisfaction of the NRC.

L >
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Q.10 Does your testimony address all the Company's resolution of

all- the items of non-compliance identified in Exhibit 1.

A.10 No, my testimony describes the resolution of all the items of

non-compliance except the item of non-compliance numbered two

which deals with the qualification and certification of

quality control inspectors. That matter is discussed in the
prepared testimony ofIfr. Walter J. Shewski.

Q.11 Please describe the resolution of the item of non-compliance

identified as number 1 in the notice of violation which is a
part of Exhibit 1.

A.ll This item of non-compliance relates to the organizational

structure of a number of the contractors at the Byron site as

well as the role of Commonaealth Edison Company's Construction

Department in hiring and promoting contractor QA/QC

personnel. The numbered subparagraphs which follow correspond

to the subparagraphs in the NRC's notice of violation.

la) It was found that the Hatfield QA Manual Organization Chart

indicated that the site QA Manager reports directly to the

Vice President, who is located on site and has direct

responsibility for cost and schedule.

,
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The Hatfielo Electric Company is a fairly small company with

no other large scale projects such as at Byron in progress.

In as much as this is essentially their only project, the Vice

President was assigned to the Byron Site rather than the main'
office. Also, the Project Manager, who reports to the Vice

President, was more intimately involved with cost and

schedule. The organization was revised to avoid confusion.

The revision resulted in the QAllanager reporting directly to

the President who is located off-site. The conflict resulted

in no compromise of quality since the QA Manager had

sufficient freedom to hire and allocate people, and perform

inspections without influence from the project group.

lb) It was found that the Powers-Azco-Pope Quality Assurance

Manual indicated that the site QA Manager reports to the

Project Manager, who has direct responsibility for cost and

schedule. Powers-Azco-Pope is a joint venture established for

the sole purpose to complete its scope of work for the Byron

Prcject. As such, the organization in reality was not one,

but three different organizations off site. The QA Manager
i

reported to the most senior position in the joint venture who,

I

! is the Project Manager. Although no undue pressures were

exerted upon the QA ilanager by the Project Manager, an

off-site position has been created to whom the QA llanager

reports. This change will insure no future confusion relative

to independence of production and Quality Assurance.

i

(
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Ic) It was found that the Project Construction Department of

Commonwealth Edison is part of the approval chain regarding

the hiring and promoting of contractor's Quality Assurance
personnel.

The Project Construction Department ("PCD") is responsible for

the administration of each vendor's contract. Each contracti

package includes both production and Quality Control of the
work. As administrator, PCD is responsible to make all

payments to each contractor whether the production or OC
portion. It is, however, the contractors responsibility to
hire and promote its people. To clarify this issue, we have

directed all requests for hiring and promotion to come from

the person off-site to whom the contractor site QA ifanager
reports. The off-site corporate organization is responsible
for wage increases and will submit increases and promotions to
PCD for invoicing reports. Quality was not compromised in any

way since wage increase requests made by contractors have

generally been accepted by PCD as they are essentially

pre-established as a contractural matters covering inflation
and union negotiated increases as well as associated cost
adjustments.

Id) It was found that the Hatfield Electric Company has been

operating with a Quality Assurance organization other than

that described in their QA manual.

>
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Actually, the organization was as described in the manual but

did not describe positions in the QA/QC organization down to
the supervisor level. This is typical with many QA manuals.

How ever , to clarify the organization structure, the manual was

revised to include the supervisor positions.

le) It was found that Johnson Controls, Inc. was operating with a

QA organization other than that described in their Quality
Assurance Manual in el$at the title of Quality Assurance

Representative was changed to Quality Assurance Manager

without updating the manual. This was an oversight and has no

effect on the quality of the work. The manual was revised to

reflect the actual title, however.

In general, the items found in this area were revisions to

organizations charts to reflect actual site organizations or

minor revisions to organizations . No compromise of quality

resulted from these deviations.

Q.12 Please describe the resolution of the items of non-compliance

in the NRC inspection report identified as Paragraph 3a and 3b
in Exhibit 1.

A.12 Hatfield Electric was using a document to allow the Quality

Control group to notify production of inspection discrepancies
|

which was not controlled by a procedure.
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The document, called a Trouble Letter, was being controlled,

using a log to track discrepancies until closed out. The

concern was that appropriate Hatfield procedures did not
explain the use of the document. No adverse effects on the

quality of work by Hatfield resulted since this document usage
was only to notify and not to document correction of

discrepancies. The inspection report is the document which

ultimately verifies the quality of the work. There fo re , the

observation that the document was not proceduralized had no
{ effect on the quality of the work.

Powers-Azco-Pope used a similar document called a Fabrication

Installation Surveillance to notify production of inspection
discrepancies. The use of this document by PAP was for

i generally the same function as the Hatfield document. Here,

again, the inspection report is the document which reflects:
!

the quality of the work and the inspection report isi

, proceduralized and controlled,
t
!

In both cases, the document was included in appropriate
|

| procedures to address the concerns by HRC. In addition, other

site contractor programs were reviewed to assure all such

documents were properly included in procedures.

Q.13 Please describe the resolution of the item of non-compliance

identified as Paragraph 3c in the NRC inspection report.
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A.13 When calculating the maximum cable pull tension, a review was

not made by Hatfield Electric Company to determine the maximum

pressure exerted on the sidewall of the cable. Although

maximum pulling tensions were specified, in some instances

where extremes of limitations of pulling radius were used and

actual tension required to pull a cable were near maximum, it
is possible in isolated cases to violate the maximum allowable

sidewall pressure as stated by the cable manufacturer.

In order to eliminate the possibility of exerting a sidewall

pressure greater than manufacturers recommendations, the

method of calculating maximum pulling tension was revised.

The applicable contractor implementation procedure has also

been revised to include the new maximum pulling tension

calculation. In addition, to verify that the sidewall

pressure was not exceeded for cables installed prior to these

revisions, cable pull reports for cables already installed are

being reviewed against the current criteria. Where it is
;

| found that maximum sidewall pressure has been exceeded,
:

appropriate corrective action will be specified with the

advice of the cable manufacturer. These actions will assure

that all cables, rc erdless when installed, will meer thes

current criteri<..

The Hatfield procedure for cable pulling did not address

precautions to take when " reworking" cable pulls. The NRC

inspector indicated that he felt precautions should be

documented in the procedure. Although these precautions were

__ __ __ _ _. _. _ _. -- _ _ - _ - - - -. . . . . _
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not specificclly stated in the procedure, the then current

practices were to have the personnel performing cable pulling

activities exhibit the same care in reworking cables as in
initial installation. Including precautions in procedures is

an added assurance over and above the presently established

criteria, that cables are more than adequately protected from
damage during rework. The procedure was subsequently enhanced,

to include these added assurances.

Q.14 Please describe the resolution of the item of non-compliance

identified as Paragraph 3d in the NRC inspection report.

A.14 The Hatfield Electric Nonconformance Report form included , as

required, an entry for action to be taken to prevent

recurrence, but the body of the associated procedure did not

address this portion of the form.

!

! As with most contractors on site, the established practice was
| to have the same individual who identifies corrective action,
|

also identify action to prevent recurrence. The .atfield

procedure was revised to assign responsibility and direction

for action to prevent recurrence. Since identical approvals

are required currently as was the case prior to the revision

to the procedure , no actual change in practice was required.

The change made was more a clarification in the procedure.

Commonwealth Edison Company has also reviewed all other

contractors nonconformance procedures to assure that no

further action was required with other contractors. '

l
|

- - _ . _ _ - . - - - - .- _ -. _ - _ _ . . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . - - _ _ _ _ _ . -
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Q.15 Please describe the resolution of the item of non-compliance

identified as Paragraph 4a thru 4c in the NRC inspection.

report.
:

A.15
i

4a) Three Commonwealth Edison nonconformance reports were

! apparently voided rather than closed with reference to
t

corrective action to resolve the nonconformance.

3

| In the first case, the NCR was voided because a design change

was implemented through a Field Change Request. However, the
|

NCR should have provided for an evaluation of the single
,

identified condition. Subsequently, a new NCR was generated
:

i to provide a tracking mechanism for trending as well as to

document the evaluation of the condition. An evaluation,
,

j inspection as a result of the new NCR revealed that, in fact ,
i the condition was not nonconforming.
:

In the second case, an NCR was written for an out of tolerance
instrument. Also, the discrepancy was handled using an

instrument discrepancy report (IDR), and thus the NCR was
voided. However , since an NCR was used initially, a new UCR

| to replace the voided NCR, was initiated for trending
i

purposes. The IDR provided adequate assurance of corrective
action , however.

|

. . - _ __ - . __ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ . - - _ _ _ _ - _ . . - . _ - - _
1
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In the third case, as NCR was written against an inspec-
tion which could not be performed. Subsequently, a

,

controlled design change was issued to provide access,
for inspection and the NCR was voided. Only for trend-

ing purposes was the NCR reinstated.

In addition to the actions taken, the other voided

NCR's in file were reviewed to assure that they have
been voided properly. Also a new policy has been

established that voiding of NCR's will no longer be
allowed but rather will be dispositioned on the basis
of adequate documented resolution. This will assure

the problem does not recur.

4b) Three Hatfield NCR's were voided because Field Change

Requests were issued to provide for a design change.

The concern here was that tracking could be lost if the
FCR was rejected for some reason. This, in fact, was

not the case and adequate tracking was provided with
the FCR procedure. However to provide for trending of
deficiencies, a new NCR was written to cover the items

| in the three voided NCR's. Hatfield procedures were
l

updated to prevent recurrence.

4c) Hatfield appeared to have closed one nonconformance report:

before completing corrective action. The corrective
,

r

:

I

- _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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action required for a nonconforming cable was to replace
it. The NCR appeared to have been closed before the

cable was replaced because the NCR indicated that the

action taken was that the cable did not require replace-
ment. A subsequent review revealed that the subject

cable was removed and scrapped and that a new cable

had been pulled. As a result, the required corrective

action had been satisfactorily completed and the infor-

mation on the NCR was incorrect.

Q.16.Please describe the resolution of the item of non-compliance

identified as Paragraph Sa thru Se in the NRC inspection
report.

.

.

A.16.

Sa) It was found that rejected material was being stored by
Powers-Azco-Pope with acceptable material. Although

the rejected items were controlled through identification

using a " rejected" tag, the rejected material was not

segregated.

Subsequently, a separate " reject area" was established

to store all such items. Appropriate warehouse personnel

were instructed in the revised requirements. Since

controls were in place to prevent inadvertent use of

unacceptable materials by tagging, no effect in qua)ity
resulted.
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Sb) It was found that a defective torque wrench was not,

properly tagged by Powers-Azco-Pope with a " reject"
tag. The torque wrench was marked " defective" but was

not tagged with a " reject" tag as required by procedure.

The reason it was so marked is that it was only operable

in the clockwise direction, which is the only direction
in which it was would be used.

The item was subsequently tagged with the proper tag to
comply with procedures. The failure to properly tag the

item did not affect the quality of work since it was

determined that the torque wrench was never actually used

after it was identified as being defective. PAP was

directed to reject all tools that cannot be properly
calibrated.

Sc) It was found that Hatfield Electric did not tag torque
wrenches which were past due for calibration. The

,

'

subject items were immediately tagged and removed from

the storage shelf and sent out for recalibration. The

appropriate personnel were instructed in the importance
of identifying tools past due for calibration.

This discrepancy did not affect quality for the following
a review of the torque wrench check-out logreason:

showed that these wrenches were not used after the
calibration duc date.

5d) Several nonconformance reports written by PAP were found

not to properly address action to prevent recurrence.

_ __ -. -
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! To correct the problem, all NCR's written to date were

reviewed to assure action to prevent recurrence was

addressed. In addition, procedures were revised to require
this item to be addressed in all NCR's. Also, all site

contractors NCR reporting systems were reviewed to assure that

action to prevent recurrence is addressed. As a further

check, Commonwealth Edison Company Quality Assurance performs

| an annual trend analysis of contractor nonconformances to

determine whether or not nonconforming conditions are

recurring. If adverse trends are found, a response is

required from the contractor indicating actions to be taken to
prevent further recurrence. It may also be noted that the

latest trend analysis of PAP nonconformance reports iderztified1

no trends.

Se) It was found that housekeeping in two warehouses were
i generally poor. After being informed of that finding, all
i

unacceptable conditions were corrected. Routinely,_ periodic

surveillances are performed by CECO. Quality Assurance to

identify and assure correction of any poor housekeeping
practices. Personnel are assigned to clean up trash and other
items on a continuing basis .

!

Q.17 Please describe the resolution of the item of non-compliance

identified as Paragraph 6 in the NRC inspection report.

!

-_ _ .. . -_ - _ .- _-. - -
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A.17 Several drawings in the possession of the contractors were not

found to be the current revision. These discrepancies were

immediately corrected. In addition, a detailed surveillance

was performed to verify that enis was not a widespread

condition . The results of the surveillance confirmed that the

items identified were isolated.

! Q.18 Please describe the resolution of the item of non-compliance

identified as Paragraph 7 in the NRC inspection report.

' A.18 It was found that welding procedures which identify

appropriate voltage and amperage parameters for welding

machines were not in the possession of welders.

!

'

This item was an interpretation of an ASJE Code requirement

that procedures be distributed to and used at the location
:

j where the prescribed activity is performed. The procedures

are maintained in the work area, in that they are distributed

for use to the various document stations and weld material

issue stations , of which there are many throughout the plant.

'

In addition, job traveller packages , which are at the location

| where the activity is performed, in that they are maintained
:

; by the supervisor in charge of the work, include many of the

; essential welding parameters also.

1
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In order to clarify the requirement, Commonwealth Edison

Company has requested a code interpretation to the ASME Code

Committee governing the subject work. We have received a

response indicating that the work practices of our site

contractors are considered acceptable. There fore , the item is

j not an item of noncompliance. In all cases, each welder has

I access to the procedure since the procedures are located at

each station where welding materials are issued to welders.

Q.19 Please describe the resolution of the item of non-compliance
: identified as Paragraph 8 in the NRC inspection report.
:
(

; A.19 It was found that one of the site contractors was storing
quality control records in an unlocked cabinet.;

1
|

| The cabinet is located in a vault shared by five contractors.

The entrance to the vault is locked at all times and
controlled issuance o r - s in place. The fact that the
vault was locked shot 2de the possibility of tampering,

t

but as an added assurance, a directive was sent to all

contractors sharing the vault stressing the importance of
maintaining an appropriate level of security. Con tra ctors

sharing the subject vault are now required to keep their

i

- ..,.- - - . - - - - , , , _ , _ _ , . , - - - . - , , - - - . . . - _ - . . - - - - . - , - - , , . , , - . . . - - . - - - . , , , , , - - - , ---=--- -,,- ,, - - , . - - , ,-
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records in locked cabinets. Subsequent checks have revealed
no further problems. In addition, there was no evidence of
any tampering of records.

Q.20 Please describe the resolution of the item of non-compliance

identified as Paragraph 9 in the NRC inspection report.

A.20 It was found that audit reports generated by Commonwealth

Edison Company and several on-site contractors did not include

all criteria as stated in ANSI N45.2.12 which is the standard
used in cor. ducting audits. The specific criteria which in

some reports were excluded were a listing of personnel
contacted during the audit and an eval.uation statement

regarding the effectiveness of the quality program elements
being audited.

As a result of this finding, all site contractors were
!

directed to include the above criteria in all audit reports.
A follow-up surveillance by Commonwealth Edison Company

confirmed compliance with the requirements of the standard.
|

Q.21 Did NRC IE Inspection Report #50-454/82-06 Items 454/82-06-02,
! 454/82-06-03, and 454/82-06-04 involve items of non-compliance
I discovered by the NRC.

'

'
|

|
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A.21 No , in the above referenced report, (attached hereto as

j Exhibit 2) the NRC identified several concerns relative to the
pre-operation testing program at Byron. The items were

identified as follows:
,

4

1. The inspector noted that the test procedure did not

; clearly show how a calculation of L/D in the procedure met

the acceptance criteria as stated in the Final Safety
Analysis Report.

2. The Safety Injection Accumulators did not have tolerance

ranges specified on the test. A memo issued after
i acceptance of the test dealt with these types of

acceptance values on tolerance ranges for data other than

specified in the FSAR. The inspector's concern was that

the test procedure review was approved before these

| criteria were addressed.

3. In a certain section of the test, verification of

operating procedures was to be done. However at the time

the inspector was on site, most of the procedures were not

available. Therefore, this item was still incooplete.

The inspector was concerned with how procedures not

available during performance of the test ould be verified

at a later date.

- -_ . - _. . .___ _ -_ -
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All three of the above items were considered unresolved by the
inspector. Items considered unresolved are not in

noncompliance but only an item which requires additional.

review by the inspector in order to ascertain whether or not
;

they are acceptable or in noncompliance.

Q.22 Were these three issues subsequently resolved to the;

verification of the NRC inspector.

A.22 Yes, the three items listed were further reviewed by the
I
'

inspector and determined to be acceptable. In the

first case, a call to the Architect Engineer clarified that

! the calculation was appropriate. In the second case, further

! review showed that adequate controls were in place. In the

third case, upon further review, Commonwealth Edison Company

was found to have adequate controls in place to assure

tracking of operating procedures not completed at the time of

pre-operational test.

Q.23 Please describe the item of non-compliance identified in NRC

IE Inspection Report 50-454/81-08 attached hereto as Exhibit 3.

.
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A.23 An item of noncompliance (81-08-02) was identified relative to

calibration of instruments. During the NRC inspection, it was

found that calibration data recorded for a voltmeter located
on a battery charger showed that one of the six readings

I recorded indicated an out of tolerance condition. In

addition, no calibration frequency was specified.

. Q.24 How was this item of non-compliance resolved.

A.24 The corrective action included recalibration of the subject

instrument. In addition, the form used by the Operations

Analysis to document calibration was revised to include a

review and sign-off indicating all data points are within

tolerance.

|

It may be noted that the subject voltmeter is not used as a

measuring and testing device in activities affecting quality

after plant start-up. At that time, battery surveillance

readings will be taken using certified portable test

instruments.

Also, to assure that instruments calibrated prior to the date

the form and practice were changed, a review was conducted of

all forms generated prior to this time to assure that

calibrations were within tolerances. This action precludes

the possibility that out of tolerance conditions exist for

- _ . .. -. . . . .-- . _ . . - - - . _ _ _ _ , ..
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instruments calibrated by the Operations Analysis. Department.

In a subsequent inspection performed by NRC, all actions were

considered acceptable and complete.

Q.25 Please describe the item of non-compliance found in NRC IE

Inspection Report 50-454/80-24 attached he eto as Exhibit 4.

A.25 An item of noncompliance (80-24-01) was identified relative to

acceptability of equipment anchor bolts. During an NRC

inspection, it was found that equipment anchor bolts for the

Unit I Essential Service Water Diesel Pump foundation did not

meet requirements in that they were bent to accommodate

alignment with the equipment.

Q.26 How was this item of non-compliance resolved.

A.26 In order to correct this iten, a nonconformance report was

written to document the condition. The bent anchor bolts were

removed and replaced in accordance with an approved design

change. The replaced anchor bolts were inspected and found

acceptable by the contractor quality control staff.

In addition, the installation contractor's procedures were

revised to provide for a mandatory quality control inspection

prior to release of the equipment for grouting. The

misalignment had occurred prior to grouting the anchor bolts

in place. Previously, this inspection had been performed only

,, , o , - ,1 4 , ,. x,,4,
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Also, a review was made of other installed equipment on a

sample basis using ultrasonic examination techniques to,

confirm the acceptability of equipment installed prior to the
1

4 date the procedures were revised.

.i

! Q.27 Please describe the items of non-compliance found in NRC IE

Inspection Report 50-454/81-09 and 50-455/81-08.
2

i

! A.27 Two items of noncompliance were identified relative to
;

. inspection of piping system shock arrestors (snubbers) and of
| design changes for snubber assemblies.
;

| Q.28 How were the first items of non-compliance resolved.
,

.

| A.28 In the first instance, it was found that one of the types of
I

inspections required for installation of snubbers was not

performed. In general, the piping contractor's requirements

included five (5) different types of inspections for

installation of piping systems. The type 2 inspection , which

includes a verification of the building attachment location,

was not performed. The concern expressed by the NRC was not

that the installation would be inspected, but that they had

not been inspected in a timely manner.

... . - - . - - _ _ . _ . . - - , .- - . _ . . _ . . . . .. . - - . . - - - - _. . - _ - . - - -
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The failure to perform this element of inspection was a result

of an interpretation of the procedure by the production

supervisor that the inspection would not be performed until

after the snubber was installed to the building attachment.

The snubber was not yet installed, although the end

attachments to the building were. The contractor knew that

the inspection was required. Controls were in place prior to

identification by NRC to assure the inspection would be

performed at a later point in time.

To address this item, appropriate personnel were instructed in

this inspection requirement and all previous installations

were inspected. A subsequent review by NRC found this item

| acceptable and was closed by NRC.

Q.29 How was the second item of non-compliance resolved.

l

| A.29 In the second instance, the engineering organization

responsible for the design had provided oral design change

concurrence. This design change approval should have been by

documented approval. Acceptable design control practices

dictate that designs and changes thereto shall be approved

prior to implementation.

- _ . _ . .. _ . _ , _ , __. _ - -. _ _ _ _ _ . . _ - - _ _
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To correct the problem, the engineering organizations and

contractors were again instructed that design changes must be'

approved by engineering prior to implementation and it is

their responsibility to assure only approved design changes

! are used to perform work. Commonwealth Edison Company Quality

Assurance has reviewe.d this item many times since first being

( Identified and have found current practices acceptable.

Q.30 Please describe the item of non-compliance identified in NRC

IE Inspection Report 50-454/81-16 and 50-455/81-12 attached

hereto as Exhibit 6.

A.30 An item of noncompliance was identified by URC relative to

impleauntation of revised procedures by Ilatfield Electric

requiring specific separation criteria for electrical cables.

The procedure had been approved by Commonwealth Edison Company
'

for use . The deficiency was that Hatfield did not proceed

j with the implementation of the procedure because the Proj ect

Construction transmittal required the contractor to " revise

the procedure to incorporate comments and resubmit" rather

than direct the contractor to " revise as noted and resubmit;

contractor can proceed based on making revisions as noted".

In liarch 1981, Commonwealth Edison directed the contractor via

a letter to stop bundling cables and to unbundle those which

were bundled.

i
!

_ _ ~ .__ . - _ _, . _ _ . - _ _ __ _ - . _ _ _ - _ _ , _ _ _ -_ -
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Q.31 How was this item of non-compliance resolved.

A.31 A letter was ii. mediately transmitted to the contractor

directing implementation of the subject procedure, and the
procedure, in turn, was distributed for use. Also, the

requirements relative to procedure revisions were clarified

with the contractor.

Furthermore, since the contractor was implementing an

acceptable revision of the procedure, the quality of the work

, was not affected as a result of the oversight.
4

,

Q.32 Please describe the item of non-compliance identified in NRC

IE Inspection Report 50-454/82-02 attached hereto as Exhibit 7.

A.32 An item of noncompliance was found relative to care and

preservation of safety related equipment.

During the inspection, the inspector identified instances of

conditions potentially damaging to safety related equipment.,

Q.33 Had there been other items of non-compliance which were
similar.

i
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A.33 Yes, the original violation reported in Inspection Report

454/81-12 and 455/81-10 was concerned with instrument racks
being inappropriately used for storage. In response to this

violation, all contractors were warned of this care and
preservation concern. The instrument installation contractor
also began a periodle surveillance program to prevent

recurrence of the utilization of instrument racks for
storage.

x.34 How was this item of non-compliance resolved.

A.34 The corrective action for the most recently identified
noncompliance was much broader than that action taken

previously. Where previously the safety related instrument

racks were addressed, we have now included all contractors and
equipment. In addition, a large scale surveillance program

j has been initiated by Commonwealth Edison. The Operating

Department has divided the plant into housekeeping areas and
| assigned management individuals specific areas of

responsibility. Inspection reports are required to be
! submitted to a Housekeeping Subcommittee for evaluation and

resolution.
!

All contractors employees have been instructed ini

the importance of equipment care and preservation.i

l

i

l

. _ _ _ _ . ._ _._ _ _ _ _ _
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In addition, signs have been posted throughout the building

which summarize required action for equipment protection as a

further reminder to all personnel working in the plant.

Q.35 Please describe the items of non-compliance identified in NRC

IE Inspection Report 50-454/81-11 attached hereto as Exhibit 8.

A.35 TWo items of noncompliance were identified relative to changes

made to the controlled manuals, calibration of instruments and

adherence to test procedures.

Q.36 Please describe the resolution of the first item of
non-compliance.

A.36 The first item resulted from an oversight during proof reading

a change to the Byron Start-up Manual used for the

pre-opera tional testing program. One paragraph which should

have been deleted was, in fact, not. Consequently, as the

manual read, criteria written for making major test procedure

changes was the same as that used for making minor test

procedure changes. The paragraph was subsequently deleted to

correspond with the original intent of the change. Also, the
i

| Start-up Coordinator now ensures that revisions are reviewed
|

after typing and prior to distribution. As an added

assurance, the Commonwealth Edison Quality Assurance group

also reviews each revision to verify that changes were made

correctly.
,

i
L
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Q.37 Please describe the resolution of the second item of

i non-compliance.

A.37 The second item concerned establishment of calibration'

intervals for inscruments, verification that test pressures
j are maintained during hydrostatic testing and verification of
i

current calibration status.of piping systems.

The inspector noted four instruments for which it appeared

that no calibration frequency were specified, which would be a,

.

violation of the test procedure. Upon further review, it was,

found that three of the four instruments reviewed by NRC were
'

not required to be calibrated. The fourth instrument was not
calibrated. However, an Instrument Discrepancy Report for

this instrument had been generated prior to the time frame of
the NRC inspection. Therefore , a tracking mechanism was in

i

place to correct the problem. In order to prevent recurrence,

test engineers were instructed to ensure all required

instruments are calibrated and all instruments not necessary
for the test are so identified to avoid any confusion.

It was also identified by NRC that a piping system was

apparently overpressurized during a test. A revised test

range received from the architect-engineer was attached to the

test procedure but the test procedure itself had not yet been
updated utilizing the revised test range. As a result no
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overpressurization occurred. In order to prevent

recurrence, test engineers who are authorized to

modify test procedures were instructed to ensure that

proper steps are taken when making such changes.

In another case, a voltmeter in use was found to not

have a calibration interval specified. To correct the

deficiency the voltmeter was recalibrated and found to

be in to.lerance over the range used during the pre-
operational test. Therefore no retesting for the

particular test was required. In addition, the Instru-

ment Maintenance Department now has a procedure to

define and require establishment of instrument calibra-

tion intervals. The intervals will be established at
the time of the first calibration of the instrument.
The above action, plus required verification of calibra-

i

tion. At the time of a test by the responsible test

engineers, will preclude further problems. Calibration

intervals were established for all instruments whether
| they have been involved in a test or not.

Q.38 Describe the circumstance under which the letter from

Norelius of the NRC to C. Reed of CECO. dated 4-23-81

attached hereto as Exhibit 9 was issued.

A.38 The above referenced letter dealth with weld size and
quality for electrical cable pan stiffener plates

supplied by Systems Control Corporation.

I
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Initially, Commonwealth Edison Company discovered and
I

documented, via a nonconformance report, that welds on cable ;
i

pan stiffeners did not conform to the purchase

documents. As a result, an evaluation was made of length and

spacing of the subject welds. The results of a sampling

inspection and engineering evaluation indicated they would

meet design requirement. The NRC inspector during a December,

1980 inspection determined that resolution was not timely and,

in addition, hold tags were not applied. Hold tags were

subsequently attached to identify the nonconforming

conditions. On February 3,1981, the nonconformance was

closed based on the engineering evaluation. Commonwealth

Edison subsequently on February 26, 1981 notified NRC of the

completion of corrective action. The subject NRC letter,

dated 4-23-81 was transmitted to CECO by NRC with questions

directed at our evaluation. The concern was one of weld

quality, not weld length and spacing. In our response to NRC,

Commonwealth Ediison committed to a field inspection for weld

quality. The same pan pieces were inspected for veld

quality. It also addressed the basis for an inspection

sampling plan as well as the use of such a sampling plan. The

acceptance criteria used was based on a worst case seismic

analysis in the most critical location of the safety related
structure. A clarification of acceptance and quality criteria

as outlined in the FSAR was also explained relative to
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, inspection requirements for cable trays. The item has been
!
' complete and is waiting closure by NRC.
>

Q.39 What were the results of the inspection program for welds on
; cable pan stiffeners.

A.39 The results of the inspection program indicated that 100% of;

; the stiffeners surveyed have weld in excess of the minimum

required by design. Based on the sampling plan used, these

results yield a 98.7% reliability at a 95% confidence level

that all welds for cable pan stiffeners in the plant are
I

acceptable.
.
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#o UNITED STATES 8

8 CLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSIOh
'g*

n

I eE REGION lli
k [ 799 ROOSEVELT ROAD

C e'' GLEN ELLYN. tLLINOIS 60137

QUN 2 4 92

Docket No. 50-454
Docket No. 50-455

.

. Commonwealth Edison Company -
NITN: Mr. Cordell Reed

Vice President-

Post Office Box 767
Chicago, IL 60690 -

Gentlemen:

This refers to the special safety inspection conducted by Mr. D. II. Danielson
and other staf f members of this of fice on March 2'l-31, April 1-2, 5-9, 12-14,

and May 11, 1932, of activities at Byron Stat ion. Units 1 & 2. authoriv.ed by
NRC Constructica Permits No. CPPR-130 and No. CPPR-131. This also refers
to the discussion of our findings with Mr. W. Stiede and others of your staf f
during a meeting in our offices on May 7, 1982.

The purpose of this special team inspection was to assess the adequacy of

( certain aspects of the quality assurance / construction activities at the
Byron Station. The scope of this assecsment included audits of quality
assurance program interfaces and overview, corrective. action systems,
design change control, material traceability or' installed structures and
components, electrical cable installation, inprocess inspections, and
effectiveness of quality control inspectors. Within these areas the
inspection consisted of a selective examination of procedures and
representative records, observaticns, and interviews with personnel.
In general, within the areas inspected, the quality assurance progr4m
for the Byron Station appeared good. !!owever, examples of program im-
plementation deficiencies were identified which requare correctivc.nction
on your part. Please note that we expect Commonwealth Edison Company to
review programs for its other facilities under construction to assure that
similar problems do not exist at these facilities.

The activities that appeared to b in noncemoliance with NRC reouirements
are specified in the enclosed Appendix. A written response is required.

| In responding to noncompliance Item t;2, please describe the action taken or
planned to assure that: (1) other quality control inspectors are properly

!

(

.

L
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trained and certified, (2) quality control inspectors working for contractors
that have completed safety-related work and no longer have personnel on site *

were properly trained and qualified to perform the inspection functions
assigned,,and (3) inspections performed by quality control inspectors that
were improperly trained and qualified were valid.

We are also concerned about your past performance concerning the staffing
of the Byron QA Superintendent position and the on-the-job training of
your Byron cite Quality Assurance personnel as discussed in the details
of this report. Please-provide us with a response explaining what action
you will be taking to assure that your Quality Assurance Organization
is staffed and trained to a level that will ensure effective oversight of
quality activities.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the Commission's regulations, a copy of
this letter, the enclosures, and your response to this 1ctter will be placed
in the h'RC's Public Document Room. If this report contains any information
that you (or your contractors) believe to be exempt from disclosure under
10 CFR 9.5(a)(4), it is necessary that you (a) notify this office by tele-
phone within ten (10) days from the date of this letter of your intention
to file a request for withholding; and (b) submit within twenty-five (25)

( days from the date of this letter a written application to this office to
withhold such information. If your receipt of this letter has been
delayed such that less than seven (7) days are available for your review,
please notify this office promptly so that a new due'date may be estab-~

l lished. Consistent with Section 2.790(b)(1), any such application must
be accompanied by an affidavit executed by the owner of the information
which identifies the document or part sought to be withheld, and which
contains a full statement of the reasons which are the bases for the -

claim that the information should be withheld from public disclosure.
"Ihis section further requires the statement to address with specificity
the considerations listed in 10 CFR 2.790(b)(4). The informat!on sought-

to be withheld shall be incorporated as far as possible into a separate
part of the affidavit. If we do not hear from you in this regard within
the specified periods noted above, a copy of this letter, the enclosures,
and your response to this letter will be placed in the Public Document
Room.

|

L

,
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We will gladly discuss any questions you have concerning this inspection.
.

Sincerely,

? /
'

'

IL E. Norelius, Director
' Division of Engineering

and Technical Programs

Enclosures:
1. Appendix, Notice

of Violation
| 2. Inspection Report

No. 50-454/82-05 and
No. 50-455/a2-04

cc w/encls:
Louis 0. De1 George, Director
of Nuclear Licensing.

V. I. Schlosser, Project Manager( Gunner Sorensen, Site Project
Superintendent

R. E. Querio, Station
Superintendent

DMB/ Document Control Desk (RIDS)
Resident Inspector, RIII Byron
Resident Inspector, RIII

Braidwood
Karen Borgstadt, Office of

| Assistant Attorney General -

l Myron M. Cherry
.

.

%
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Appendix

NOTICE OF VIOLATION2

.

Commonwealth Edison Company Docket No. 50-454
Docket No. 50-455

As a result of the inspection conducted on March 29-31, April 1-2, 5-9,
12-14, and May 11, 1982, and in accordance with the NRC Enforcement Policy,
47 FR 9987 (March 9, 1982), the following violations were identified:
1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion I, states in part, "The authority

and duties of persons and organizations performing activities affect-
ing the safety-related functions of structures, systems, and com-.

ponents shall be clearly established and delineated in writing" and
"Such persons and organizations performing quality essurance. functions
shall report to a management "ovel such that this required authority
and organizational freedom, .ncluding sufficient independence from
cost and schedule when opposed to safety considerations, are provided."

The Licensee's Topical Report, CE-1-A, Revision 20, Section 1.A states
" Edison has prime responsibility for controlling the quality of on-site
work by field contractors,"... "The Commonwealth Edison Company Quality

( Assurance Program for Nuclear Generating Stations covers the organiza- '

tion arrangement whereby the Quality Assurance Department is a separate
and independent organization."

.

Contrary to the above:

a. On March 30, 1982, it was identified that the Quality Assurance p.;.
Manager for Hatfield Electric Company, as shown in the Quality "-

Assurance Manual, reports to the Vice-President, who is located
,uon site and has direct responsibility for cost and schedule.

b. On April 2, 1982, it was identified that the Quality Assurance
Manager for Powers-Azco-Pope, as shown in the Quality Assurance
Manual, reports to the Project Manager, who has direct respons-
ibility for cost and schedule. , ,f

c. On April 8, 1982, it was identified that the Project Construction
Department of the licensee is part of the approval chain regarding
the hiring and promoting of contractor's quality assurance personnel.

,g

d. On March 30, 1982, it was identified . hat the Hatfield Electric
Company has been operating with a Quality Assurance Organination
other than that described in their Quality Assurance Manual.

IL

.

A.

.
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Appendix 2

e. On April 4, 1982, it was identified that Johnson Controls, Inc.
has been operating with a Quality Assurance Organization other
than that described in their Quality Assurance Manual. 7t

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement II).
.

2. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion II - Quality Assurance Program states
in part, "The program shall provide for indoctrination and training

, of personnel performing activities affectin, quality as necessary to
1 assure that suitable proficiency is achieved and maintained."

Commonwealth Edison Company (CECO) Ictter, L. O. Dc1 George to
D. G. Eisenhut, U.S. NRC, Director, Division of Licensing, dated
August 17, 1981, affirmed CECO commitme- to Regulatory Guide 1.58,
ANSI N45.2.6-1978 as required by Generi. Letter 81-01.

ANSI N45.2.6-1978 - Paragraph 1.1 states in part, "This Standard
delineates the requirements for the qualification of personnel who
perform inspection, examination and testing to verify conformance
to specified requirements of nuclear power plant items (structures,
systems and components of nuclear power plants) where satisfactory
performance is required to prevent postulated accidents which could

( cause undue risk to the health and safety of the public, or to
mitigate the consequences of such accidents if they were to occur."

ANSI N45.2.6-1978 - Paragraph 1.2 states in part, "The requirements
of this Standard apply to personnel who perform inspections, examina-

| tions, and tests during fabrication prior to and during receipt of
i items at the construction site, during construction, during peropera-

tional and startup test...." The requirements apply to personnel of
the owners. . . , plant designers and plant constructors. . . ."

ANSI N45.2.6-1978 - Paragraph 2.2 states, "The capabilities of a
candidate for certification shall be initially determined by a suit-
able evaluation of the candidate's education, experience, training, .
test results, or capability demonstration."

ANSI N45.2.6-1978 - Section 3.1 states, "The requirements contained
within this section define the minimum capabilities that qualify
personnel to perform inspections, examinations, and tests which are
within the scope of this standard."

.

ANSI N45.2.6-1978 - Sections 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 specify the personnel
capabilities of Level I, II, and III inspectors respectively. Sections
3. 5, 3. 5.1, 3. 5. 2, 3. 5. 3 provide education and experience recommendc-
tions for Level I, II, and III inspectors.

.. -- . - . - ..
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Appendix
3

ANSI N45.2.6-1978 - Section 4 states in part, " Personnel who are
assigned the responsibility and authority to perform functions covered
by this Standard shall have, as a minimum, the level of capabilityshown in Table 1...."

Con' rary to the above, certain contractor QA/Q:t
supervisors and

inspectors were not adequately qualified and/or trained to performsafety-related inspection functions. Examples of apparent noncom-
pliance are identified in paragraph h.(2) of the attached report. I" 7

This is a Severity. Level IV violation (Supplement II).
3.

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V states in part, " Activities affect-
ing quality shall be prescribed by documented instructions, procedures,
or drawings, of a type appropriate to the circumstances ..."
The licensee's Topical Report,
"The quality assurance actions carried out for design, constructionCE-1-A, Revision 20, Section 5 states,
testing, and operation activities will be described in documented ,

instructions, procedures, drawings, specifications, or checklists."
" Activities affecting qusM:y are required by the Edison quality
program to be prescribed by documented instructions, procedures ordrawings."

'

Contrary to the above; the following activities ,were not controlledby procedures or instructions:

a. .On March 30, 1982, it was identified that Hatfield Electric
Company was utilizing a Discrepancy Report System, which was
not referenced or controlled by a procedure, to track and
correct discrepancies and nonconforming conditions discovered
during inspections of safety-related equipment. 73

i b. On April 2, 1982, it was identified that Powers-Azco-Pope was
I utilizing a Fabrication Installation Surveillance System, which

was not controlled by a procedure, to track and correct dis-
crepancies and nonconforming conditions discovered during in-
spections of safety-related equipment. '

10

%
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Appendix
C 4

On April 9, 1982, it was identified that Hatfield Electricc.

Company procedures did not contain an electrical cabic rework
procedure nor the requirements to calculate electrical cable
sidewall pressures prior to pulling cable. S?

'
d. On April 7, 1982, it was identified that the Hatfield Electric

Company's NCR form contained a section titled " Action to Prevent
Recurrence" but there was no direction in the body of Procedure
Number 6 for actions to be taken to satisfy this requirement nor
does the procedure assign responsibility for this section of the
NCR. g

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement II).
4 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XV, states in part, " Measures shall

be established to control materials, parts, or components which do
not conform to requirements in order to prevent their inadvertent
use or installation."

The licensee's Topical Report, CE-1-A, Revision 20, dated February 17,
1982, Section 15, states in part, " Items involving ccnstruction, main-
tenance, and modifications which are found nonconforming. . .will be
controlled to prevent their inadverent use or installation."

Contrary to the above:
.

a. On March 31, 1982, it was identified that three (3) CECO noncon-
formance reports (F-634, F-645, and F-682) had been voided
rather than closed, with reference to corrective action taken
to resolve the nonconformance. By voiding the subject NCRs,
the tracking system to verify that the approved disposition
has been completed and corrective action to prevent recurrence
is negated. Also, the voided NCRs are removed from the. trend 1eanalysis system.

b. On April 7, 1982, it was identified that three (3) nonconformance
reports (98, 99, and 100) had been voided by the Hatfield Electric
Company rather than closed, with reference to corrective action
taken to resolve the noncenformance. The subject NCRs were
voided because an FCR was or would be issued to accept the items
as installed. At the time the NCRs were voided, there was no
assurance that all the FCRs would be approved. By voiding the,

NCRs, the tracking system to verify that the proposed disposition
was accepted, was negated and the NCRs were removed from the
trend analysis system.

q

,

|
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' Appendix 5

On April 7, 1982, it was identified t.tst the Hatfield Electricc.

Company had improperly closed NCR 168, in that after CECO
engineering dispositioned the subject NCR to replace the item,
the Hatfield Electric Company closed the NCR vithout accomplish-
ing the approved disposition. At the present time, there is a
nonconforming cable installed, and the tracking system to replace W
the cable, has been negated.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement II).

5. 10 CFR 50, Appendix'B, Criterion V states, " Activities affecting
quality shall be prescribed...and shall be accomplished in accordance
with these instructions, procedures or drawings."

The licensee's Topical Report, CE-1-A, Revision 20, Section 2.2 !

commits to comply with the Regulatory Position of Regulatory Guide
1.38, Revision 2, which endorses ANSI N45.2.2-1972. Also Section 5
states, "The quality assurance actions carried out for design, con-
struction, testing, and operation activities will be described in
documented instructions, procedures, drawings, specifications, or
checklists."... " Activities affecting quality are required by the
Edison quality program to be prescribed by documented instructions,
procedures or drawings."

Contrary to the above; the following activities were not accomplished
according to procedures or instructions:

'On April 2, 1982, it was identified that Powers-Azco-Pope wasa.
storing rejected material among accepted material in k'arehouse toNo. 4. This is contrary tc their Procedure No. FP-3.

!
b. On April 2, 1982, it was identified that Powers-Azco-Pope had

not tagged a defective torque wrench with a Reject Tag. This 7 9(
is contrary to their Procedure No. FP-11.

) c. On March 30, 1982, it was identified that Hatfield Electric
Company did not tag torque wrenches which were past their cali- 7 y,

4

bration due date. This is contrary to their Procedure No. 24.

d. On April 5, 1982, of 13 reports reviewed it was identified that
12 nonconformance reports prepared by Powers-Azco-Pope did noti

| address corrective action to prevent recurrence. This is
,#,contrary to their Quality Assurance Manual, Section B-8, paragraph '

B-8.8.2.

e. On April 7, 1982, it was identified that the conditions main-

tained by the licensee in k'arehouse No. 1 and No. 5 were contrary
to CECO Quality Procedure 13-1 and tc the requirements of ANSI 74|

N45.2.2-1972.

. - _ _ _ . --
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Appendix 6C

This is a Severity Level V violation (Supplement II).

6. 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion VI, states, " Measures shall be
established to control the issuance of documents, such as instruc-
tions, procedures, and drawings, including changes thereto, which

, prescribe all activities affecting qt_ ty."4

The licensee's Topical Report, CE-1-A, Revision 20, Section 6 states,
"A document control system will be used to assure that documents
such as specifications, procedures, and drawings are reviewed for

{adequacy and approved for release by authorized personnel."... "Each '

receiving office or area shall have a controlled method for checking
receipt of new or revised documents and assuring that the latest
revised document is in use."

Contrary to the above:

a. On April 4, 1982, of 12 drawings reviewed it was identified that
one drawing located in the Johnson Controls Incorporated on-site 2C
office drawing file was not of the proper revision.

b. On April 7, 1982, of 10 drawings reviewed it was identified that

C
two drawings located in the Hunter Corporation document station T -

1-H were not of the proper revision.

This is a Severity Level V violation (Supplemen't II).

7. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion IX, states in part, " Measures shall
be established to assure that special processes, including welding...,
are controlled and accomplished by qualified personnel using qualified
procedures in accordance with applicabic codes,...."

The licensee's Topical Report, CE-1-A, Revision 20, dated February 17, '

1982, page 9-1, Revision 15, dated January 2, 1981, Section 9, " Control
of Special Processes," third paragraph, states in part, that, " Process
control procedures will be used as required by specifications, codes
or standards, as applicable...."

The ASME B&PV Code Section III, 1974 Editien, Summer 1974 Addenda,
Article NA-4000, Subarticle NA-4411, states in part, that "The
program shall include measures to control the issuance and disposi-
tien of documents, such as..., instructions, procedures,..., includ-'

ing changes thereto, which prescribe the activities affecting quality.
These measures shall assure that documents including changes..., and
distributed to and used at the location where the prescribed activity,

is perfor=ed."

_ . _ . -- -- . .- . . . .
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Appendix 7C

Contrary to the above, on April 13, 1982, it was identifed that welding
was not being accomplished in accordance with applicable codes, in that,

6Vcontrolled welding procedure specifications with the associated welding:

; parameter sheets were not located at the prescribed activity (welding)
in 3 out of 4 locations checked.

This is a Severity Level V violation (Supplement II).

8. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVII states, " Sufficient records
shall be maintained to furnish evidence of activities affecting
quality. Consistent with applicable regulatory requirements, the
applicant shall establish requirements concerning record retention,
such as duration location, and assigned responsibility."

The licensee's Topical Report, CE-1-A, Revision 20, Section 2.2,
commits to the Regulatory Position of Regulatory Guide 1.88, Revision
2, which endorses ANSI N45.2.9-1974

Contrary to the above, on April 7, 1982, it was identified that Midway
Industrial Contractors did not provide the security standards established
by ANSI N45.2.9-1974, to preclude the entry of unauthorized personnel 7 ,'
into the storage area and to guard against larceny and vandalism.

( This is a Severity Level V violation (Supplement II).

9. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVIII states, "A comprehensive system
of planned and periodic Judits shall be carried out to verify compliance
with all aspects of the quality assurance program and to determine the
effectiveness of the program.

The licensee's Topical Report CE-1-A, Revision 20, Section 2.2 commits
to comply with the Regulatory Position of Regulatory Guide 1.144,
Revision 1, which endorses ANSI N45.1.12-1977.

Contrary to the above, on March 29, 1982, it was identified that the
audit reports of Commonwealth Edison Company, Powers-Azco-Pope,
Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory, Johnson Controls, Incorporated. Hunter
Corporation, and Hatfield Electric Company failed to include the
criteria, established in ANSI N45.2.12-1977, regarding persons con- 7'
tacted in the audit and a summary of audit results including an
evaluation statement regarding the effectiveness of the quality
assurcnce program elements which were audited.,

This is a Severity Level V violation (Supplement II).

i

:
I

!
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Appendix 8

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, you are required to submit to
this office within thirty days of the date of this Notice a written state-
ment or explanation in reply, including for each item of noncompliance:
(1) corrective action taken and the results achieved; (2) corrective action
to be taken to avoid further noncompliance; and (3) the date when full

, compliance will be achieved. Consideration may be given to extending your,

respense time for good cause shown.

w h //$$ /Date
/ '

C. E.' NoreTius, Director
Division of Engineering and

Technical Programs

i

l

!

!

1 .

i

!
i
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Docket No. 50-454

Commonwealth Edison Company
NITN: Mr. Cordell Reed

Vice President
' Post Office Box 767.

Chicago, IL 60690

Gentlemen:

This refers to the routine safety inspection conducted by Mr. M. A. Ring of
this office on May 3-6, 1982, of activities at Byron NucbMowcr Station,
Unit 1, authorized by NRC Construction Permit No. CPPR-130 and to the dis-

.

cussion of our findings with Mr. R. Querio and others of your staff at the
conclusion of the inspection.

.

She enclosed copy of our inspection report identifies areas examined during
the inspection. Within these areas, the inspection consisted of a selective
examination of procedures and representative records, observations, and in-
terviews with personnel.

{
A*n '*n" c' ;wncc=pliance2LthJRC. re.quir.e=9nts_ were identified during the
course of this inspection.

In accord'ance with 10 CTR 2.790 of the Comr.ission's regulations, a copy of
this letter and the enclosed inspection report will be placed in the NRC's
Public Eccument Room. If this report cent ains any information that you (or
your contractors) believe to be exempt frcm disclosure under 10 CFR 9'.5(a)(4),
it is necessary that you (a) notify this office by telephone within ten (10)
days from the date of this letter of your intention to file a request for

| withholding; and (b) submit within twenty-five (25) days from the date of this
letter a written application to this office to withhold such information. If
your receipt of this letter has been delayed such that less than seven (7)
days are available for your review, please notify tlis offied promptly so that
a new due date may be established. Consistent with Section 2.790(b)(1), any

i such application must be accompanied by an affidavit executed by the owner of
! the information which identifies the document or part sought to be withheld,

and which contains a full statement of the reasons which are the bases for the
claim that the information should be withheld from public disclosure. This

--- =
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION k

.
REGION III

Docket No. 50-454/82-06(DETP)

Docket No. 50-454
. Lice: se No. CPPR-130

| Licensee: Commonwealth Edison Company
Post Office Box 767
Chicago, IL 60690,,

,

. . . . . .

Facility Name: Byron Station, Unit 1

Inspection At: Byron Site, Byron, IL

Inspection Conducted: May 3-6, 1982

h'l s, ,$ '
Inspector: . A. ng ' f< a r e._

I/4'. w 2LJ ' '

a[/4.Approved By: Jac iw, Chief .6
/ test Pydgram Section

Inspection Summary
. -

Insoection on May 3-6 1982 (Report No. 50-454/82-06(DETP))
Areas Insnected: Routine unannounced inspection ;o review preoperational
test procedures, witness the performance of preoperational testing, review
the evaluation of preoperational test results, and review previous openitems. The inspection invalved 30 inspector-hours onsite by one NRC
inspector including 0 inspector-hours onsite during off-shifts.
Results: No items of noncompliance were identified.

.

.
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Com=onwealth Edison Company 2 MAY261332

. section further requires the statement to address with specificity the con-
siderations listed in 10 CFR 2.790(b)(4). The information sought to be
withheld shall be incorporated ac far as possible into a separate part of the
affidavit. If we do not hear from you in this regard within the specified
periods noted above, a copy of this letter and the enclosed inspection report
will be placed in the Public Document Room.

We will gladly discuss any questions you have concerning this inspection.,

*.....s.
-^-r .-e- ' Sincerely,
~- -s .1- .

.y -

~ / /
t

W. S. Little, Chief
Engineering Inspection Branch

i

Enclosure: Inspection Report f ,

No. 50-454/82-06(DETP)

cc w/ enc 1:
Louis 0. De1 George, Director

of Nuclear Licensing

( V. I. Schlosser, Project Manager
Gunner Sorensen, Site Project>

Superintendent -

R. E. Querio, Station
Superintendent

DMB/ Document Control Desk (RIDS)
! Resident Inspector, RIII Byron

Resident Inspector, RIII
Braidwood

Mary Jo Murray, Office of
Assistant Attorney General

Myron M. Cherry *

.

1

w ~
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

*R. Querio, Station Superintendent
*C. Tomashek, Startup Group.

*D. St. Claic, Technical Staff Supervisor
, *R. Ward, Assistant Superintendent, Administration and Support

*R. Pleniewicz, Assistant Superintendent, Operations
*A. Chomacke, Assistant Tech Staff Supervisor
*R. Westberg, QA Engineer, Operations'

*R. Schwartz, QA Engineer, Construction. . .

! * Denotes those attending the exit interview.

Additional station technical and administrative personnel werer

contacted by the inspector during the course of the inspection.
; 2. Licensee t.n ion on P.evious Insoection Findings

(Open) Open item (454/82-02-01): This item involves providinga.
acceptance values and tolerance ranges for data such as alarms
and trip points being checked by a test (other than those..

values addressed as acceptance criteria in the FSAR). The
inspector reviewed a Tech Staff Supervisor memo describing the

( licensee's method of providing these values. The item remains
open pending review of the implementation of this method.

3. Preocerational Test Results Evaluation

The inspector reviewed the results of Precoerational Test 2.73.11
Safety Injection Accumulator System to verify the following ~

attributes:

a. All test changes approved in accordance with administrative
1 procedures, annotated in the procedures, and completed without
j changing the basic objectives of the test.
1
' b. Deficiencies resolved, resolution accepted by appropriate

management, retest requirements ccmpleted.

Engineering evaluation of results, agreement that testingc.
~

demonstrated the system met design requirements, co=parison
with established acceptance criteria.

'

d. Data sheets completed, data within acceptance tolerances,
deficiencies identified, test steps properly initialed and
dated.

e. Quality assurance audit performed.

%

2
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f. Results approved in accordance with administrative procedures. I

The inspector reviewed the test following co=pletion of the Test
Review Board review, but prior to Project Engineering review', con-
sequently, attribute c. above concerning Ennineerine evaluAlion is'

not co=plete and will be, treated as an open item (454/82-06-01)
pT6'di~ g. completion of Engineering evaluation and subs _esuent inspector

; n

review./ The inspector noted that the test procedure did not clearly ^

show how the calculations of L/D in the precedure demonstrated the
,

'

objective stated in Table 14.2.31 of the FSAR that " flow rate is as
expected" or the acceptance criteria of Table 14.2.31 that "bicwdown
response'is conservative with respect to the value used in the safety

,

-

analysis." The licensee replied that
tion results and FSAR criteria would be provided by the Projectthe correlation between c h u g-,

Engineering Department. This is an open item (454/82-06-02) pending
_ Engineering evaluation and subsequent

.

review by the inspectorjTEis
teY also was apprmTd by the test Review Board prior to issuance of_ ;

i

the Technical Staff Supervisor memo referenced in Paragraph I of this
and dealing with ecceptance values and tolerance ranges forreport

data other than those eddressed as acceptance criteria in the FSAR.;

Consequently, the Safsty Injection Accumulators did not have tolerance
ranges specified for this " secondary" class of acceptance criteria. -
'1Te licensee intends to reassess the procedure with respect to the
" secondary" class of acceptance criteria and this is an open item

-

(454782 06;03) ~psn' ding'~iupector review.
_

The inspector noted that Section 10.0 of this test provides for (,
verification of operating procedures, however, me,st of the op_e_r_Eingprocedures _ were not

, avai,lable at the ti=e of test _ performance and,

'

consequently not verified.~ The inspector questioned the licensee's
method of ensuring that those operating procedures which require
verification during the test program will receise verification and
that those operating procedures not available at time of test procedure
performance will be examined for possible verification by later test
procedures. This is an open item (454/82-06-04) pending additional

i'inspector review.,

\ -

i
.

At the time of performance of 2.73.11, the licensee's Turnover / Testing'

Deficiency documentation form did not contain provisions for ret,ests determination and signoff. Subsequently, the Startup Manual and the
f-.Tu nove /TestisR De~ficiency form have been updated to require retestF

evalu Rion ant to provide a retest signature. The evaluation of'

[ ' deficiencies associated with tests completed prior to the fev'ision to
tTe Startup Manual and'the'TirrnoIer/TesHQDefi5fency form is con--

sideied an unresolved item (454/82-06-05) pending inspector rev-iew to
ensure adequate retest.

~ -- - - - -
. _ . - --

No ite=s of nonce =pliance were identified..
. _....... .

_

-

I

l 4. Preoperational Test Procedure Review
.

The inspector reulewed test Procedure 2.18.10 Chemical and Volume.

Control - VCT and Charging Pu=pc against the FSAR, SER and Regulatory (Guide 1.68. The inspector made several co ents against the procedure
4

1

3
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* ( which the licensee agreed to review for incorporation. This is an openA
item (454/82-06-06) pending further discussion with the licensee.

No items of noncompliance were identified.

5. Preocerational Test Vitnessing and Related Items
.

During the course of witnessing portions of the Diesel Generator
Pro perational Test 2.22.10, the inspector noted and followed upon the following related items,

.The control room meter monitoring Diesel Generator output ina.

kilowatts appeared to be inadequately sized since the meter
was a 0-6000 kw full range meter while the Diesel Generator
had a 6050 xw two hour load rating. The inspector's review
found the inadequately sized meter to be documented in the
licensee's deficiency system.

b. The inspector reviewed certificate of confor=ance records to
determine that adequate documentary evidence was available at
the site to show conformance to procurement requirements for
diesel generator type qualification testing as described in
IEEE-387.

.

The 1A Diesel Generator _ suffer.e_d_a "cnnkcasslosion"_in
c.

March of 1982. The inspector attempted to review the circum-
(. stances surrounding the event and the assess, ment of repor_tabilitywith respect _to 10 CFR 50.55_(s). The licensee stated that

Project Engineering had made the evaluation'and that specifics
of the assessment were not available at the site. This is an
open item (454/82-06-07) pending review of the evaluation with
Project Engineering.

6. Unresolved Items

Unresolved items are matters about which more information is required
in order to ascertain whether they are acceptable items, Items' ofNoncempliance, or Deviations.
the inspection is discussed in Paragraph 3.An unresoloved item disclosed during

*

7. Exit Interview

The inspector met with licensee representatives denoted in Paragraph 1
at the conclusion of the inspection on May 6, 1952. The inspector
summarized the scope of the inspection and the findings. The licensee
acknowledged the statements made by the inspector with respect

.

to theopen ite=s and the unresolved item.

%

%
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Docket No. 50-45'a
Docket No. 50-455

.

Commonwealth Edison Company
ATTS: Mr. Cordell Reed

Vice President
Post Office Box 767
Chicago, IL 60690 -

..

Gentlemen:

This refers to the routine safety inspection conducted by Messrs. R. N. Gardner,
R. S. Love, R. B. Landsman and J. F. Norton of this office on July 7-10, 1981,
of activities at Rvren Station. Unit 1 and 2, authorized by NRC Construction
Permit No. CPPR-130 and No. CPPR-131 and to the discussion of our findings with
Mr. G. Sorensen and others of your staf f at the conclusion of the inspection.

The enclosed copy of our inspection report identifies areas examined during
|
' the inspection. Within these areas, the inspection consisted of a selective

examination of proceduies and representative records, observations, and
interviews with personnel.

During this inspection, certain of your activities ~ appeared to be in..non-
,ccmpliance with NRC requirements, as specified in enclosed Appendix A. A

.

written response, su'omitted under oath or affirmation, is required.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the Commission's regulations, a copy
of this letter, the enclosures, and your response to this letter will be
placed in the NRC's Public Document Room. If the enclosures contain any

| information that you or your contractors believe to be exempt from dis-
i

closure under 10 CFR 9.5(a)(4):, it is necessary that you (a) no'tify this'

of fice by telephone within sev.en (7) days from the date of this letter of
your intention to file a request for withholding; and (b) submit withi'n
twenty-five (25) days from the date of this letter a written application
to this office to withhold such information. Section 2.790(b)(1) requires
that any such application must be accompanied by an affidavit executed by
the owner of the information which identifies the document or part sought

.

|

|
|
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to be withheld, and which contains a full statement of the reasons on the
basis which it is claimed that the information should be withheld from
public disclosure. This section further requires the st tement to address

'

with specificity the considerations listed in 10 CFR 2.790(b)(4). The
information sought to be withheld shall be incorporated as far as possible
into a separate part of the affidavit. If we do not hear from you in this
regard within the specified periods noted above, a copy of this letter,
the enclosures, and your response to this letter will be placed in the
Public Document Room.

We will gladly discuss any questic,s you have concerning this inspection.
'

Sincerely,

(.bYh om VI

C. E. Norelius, Director
Division of Engineering and

Technical inspection

Enclosures:
1. Appendix A, Notice

of Violation
2. IE Inspection Report

No. 50-454/81-08 and
No. 50-455/81-07

cc w/ encl's:
Louis 0. De1 George

Director of Nuclear
Licensing

Gunner Sorensen, Site
Project Superintendent

,

V. I. Schlosser,
Project Manager

R. E. Querio, Station
,

Superintendent
| DMB/ Document Contorl Desk (RIDS)

Mary Jo Murray, Office of
Assistant Attorney General

Myron M. Cherry

1
.

|

O
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Appendix A ~

NOTICE OF VIOLATION

Commonwealth Edison company Docket No. 50-454
- Docket No. 50-455

As a result of the inspection conducted on July 7-10, 1981, and in accordance-

with the Interim Enfc.rcement Policy, 45 FR 66754 (October 7, '1980), the following
i violation was identified:

,

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XII, states, " Measures shall be established to
assure that . instruments, and other measuring and testing devices used in. .

activities affecting quality are properly controlled, calibrated, and adjustedj

i at specified periods to maintain accuracy within necessary limits."

Commonwealth Edison Company Topical Report CE-1-A, Revision 15, Section 12, states,
in part, " Measuring and test equipment which is used . . to perform the pre-oper-

.

.

ational testing . . will be periodically calibrated or adjusted to assure that.

accuracy is maintained within necessary limits .". .

7
-

IContrary to the above, on July 9,1981, the inspectors identified that the approved
calibration data, dated May 15, 1980, for the voltmeter (located on battery charged
IDC03E) which was used in obtaining data during pre-operational test No. 2.21.10
was out of tolerance at one of the six recorded data points. Furthermore, there
was no calibration period specified for the subject meter, j

L-

The licensee's efforts to reverify the subject voltm'eters calibration on July 10,
1981, identified that the meter is now out of tolerance at several data points.

This is a Severity Level VI violation (Supplement II).

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, you are required to submit to this
! of fice within thirty days of the date of this Notice a written statement or ex-

planation in reply, including for each item of noncompliance: (1) corrective
action taken and the results achieved; (2) corrective action to be taken to avoid

further noncompliance; and (3) the date when full compliance will be achieved.
Under the authority of.Section 182 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended,
this response shall be submitted under oath or af firmation. Consideration may be
given to extending your response for good cause shown.

bhg & gy.Dated I- k7/ '

r
C. E. Norelius, Director/ ~'

Division of Engineering and
Technical Inspection

|
.
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Docket No. 50-455

Commonwealth I'dison Company
ATTN: !! r . Cordeli Reed

Vice President
Post of! ice Hox 767.

Ch i c.igo , IL 60690

Gentlemen:

This refers to the routine sa fety inspect s on rondui t eil by ?lr. C. !:. .lones
of this ut fice on December 9-12, 1980, of activities at Hvron Nu r i e.i r
Generatine Station. Units 1 aini 2, ..ut hori zed by NHt: ainst rui t ion l'c i m i t s
No. CCPR- 130 aint No. CPPR-131 arnt to the disenssion of our lin tings wi t h
ti r . G. So rensen .it the conclusion ot' the inspection.

The enclosed copy of our inspect ion report identilies a re.is examined duringthe inspection. Within these .ircas, the inspection consisted of a selective
examination ut proc edures anni represent.it i ve records, observations, a n.1
interviews with personnel.

During this inspection, certain of your activities. appeared to he in n n-
en.nnliance with SRC requirements, as desirihed in the eni losed .ippeinli x A,
and a written response is required.

In accordance with Section 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," Part 2,
Title 10, Code o f Federa l itegula t ions , a copy el this letter, the enclosures,
and ' jour response to this letter will he placed in the NRC's public Document *

Hoom, except as follows. If the enclosures contain information that you or
your contractors believe to be proprietary, you must apply in weiting to
this of fice, wi thin tQentv-five days of' the d.ite of this letter, to withhold
such information from public disclosure The application must incindo a full
statement of the reasons for which the informatinn is considered proprietary,
and shonid he prep. ired so that p rop r i o t a r., inf ormat ion identific.I in the
application is con t .ri neel i n .ni enclosnre to the application.

l

*

.

. , . ..
. _ . . _ _ . _ . . . . . . . . . . . - . . - . . . . . - ~ . _ . . . --=
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k'e will gladly discuss any questions you have concerning this *

inspection.

Sincerely,
.s 3

G. 1orelli, Chief
Reactor Construction and

Engineering Support Branch

Enclosures:
1. Appendix A, Notice

of Violation
2. IE Inspection Reports

No. 50-454/S0-24
and No. 50-455/S0-22

cc w/encls:
J. S. Abel, Director

of Nuclear Licensing
.Gdnner Sorensen, Site.

Project Superintendent
V. I. Schlosser,

Project Manager
R. E. Querio, Staticn

Superintendent
Cent ra l ' Files
Reproduction Unit NRC 20b
PDR

Local PDR
NSIC
TIC
Dean Hansell, Office of

Assistant Attorney General
Myron M. Cherry

%

m m
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] Appendix A
i !

!

NOTICE OF VIOLATION
-

1

,

l

Commonwealth Edison Company Docket No. 50-454i
' Docket No. 50-455
. .

4

As a result of the inspections conducted on June 17-19, July 28-29, and
December 9-12, 1930, and in accordance with the Interim Enforcement Policy,
45 FR 66754 (October 7, 1980), the following violation was identified: !

! 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion II states in part, " Activities affecting
| quality shall be accomplished under suitably controlled conditions. Con-

trolled conditions include the use of . ; and assurance that all pre- ,4 .

requisites for the given activity have been satisfied." !
'

!
.

Commonwealth Edison Company Topical Report CE-1-A, " Quality Assurance
j Program for Nuclear Generating Stations," Revision 9, dated July 16, 1979,
j states in Paragraph 1.A that " Commonwealth Edison Company is ultimately
! responsible for the assurance of quality in all phases of the design,

procurement, construction, modification, testing and operation of the
Station . . Edison has price responsibility for controlling the quality.

of on-site work by field contractors."

Contrary to the above, a number of the anchor bolts,for the Unit 2 Essential
Service Water (ESW) pump nnd diesel engine foundation anchor plates were
observed to have sharp radius bends which were improperly made to correct gross
misalignment with holes in the pump-diesel mounting plates. The Unit 1 pump

j and diesel had been set previously. Additional investigation indicated the

! Unit 1 < quipment had been mounted and the base grouted covering similarly bent
! anchor bolts.
i

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement II.D.1).

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, you are required to submit to
this office within twenty-five days of the date of this Notice a writte'n
statement or explanation in reply, including for each item of noncompliance:
(1) corrective action taken and the results achieved; (2) corrective action
to be taken to avoid further noncompliance; and (3) the date when full com-
pliance will be achieved. Under the authority of Section 182 of the Atomic

Energy Ac* of 1954, as a.. nded, this response shall be submitted under oath
er affirm. ion.

A $< ?p
Dated G. Fiorelli, Chief

Reactor Construction and
Engineering Support Branch

_ _ _ . _ __ __ ,___ ._ _ _ _ _ _ . . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ._ __ _.
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Docket ."0. 50-454
Docket No. 50-455

Commonwealth Edison Company QATIN: Mr. Cordell Reed
; Vice President

gedn[ 7c,Post Office Box 767 yy7Chicago, IL 60690 5/v w3,y
Gentlemen:

I *

This refers to the routine safety inspection conducted by Messrs. I. T._ Yin
and D. E. Keating of this office and Mr. C. E. Johnson of IE: Region IV on
July 29-31, 1961, of activities at Byron Station T ts 1 and 2, authorized
by NRC Construction Permits No. CPPR-130 and No. CPPR-131 and to the
discussion of our findings with Mr. V. I. Schlosser and others of your
staff at the conclusion of the inspection.

The enclosed copy of our inspection report identifies areas examined during
the inspection. Within these areas, the inspection consisted of a selective
examination of procedures and representative records, observations, and
interviews with personnel.

During this inspection, certain of your activities appeared to be in non-
comoliance with NRC recuirements, as specified in enclosed Appendix A. A
written response, submitted under oath or affirmation, is required.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the Commission's regulations, a copy
of this letter, the enclosures, and your response to this letter will be
placed in the NRC's Public Document Room. If the enclosures contain any
information that you or your contractcrs believe * o be exempt from dis-
closure under 10 CFR 9.5(a)(4), it is necessary that you (a) notify this
of fice by telephone within seven (7) days from the date of this letter of
your intention to file a request for withholding; and (b) submit within<

twenty-five (25) days from the date of this letter a written application
to this office to withhold such information. Section 2.790(b)(1) requires
that any such application must be accompanied by an affidavit executed by
the owner of the information which identifies the document or part sought
to be withheld, and which contains a full statement of the reasons which
are the bases for the claim that the information should be withheld from
public disclosure. This section further requires the statement to address
with specificity the considerations listed in 10 CFR 2.790(b)(4). The
information sought to be .:ithheld shall be incorporated as far as possible
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into a separate part of the affidavit. If we do not hear from you in
this regard within the specified periods noted above, a copy of this
letter, the enclosures, and your response to this letter will be placedin the Public Document Room.

We will gladly discuss any questions you have concerning this inspection
.

Sincerely,

[2 ' [ '7 ) c1.w k
C. E. Norelius, Director
Division of Engineering and

Technical Inspection
Enclosures:
1. Appendix A, Notice of

Violation
2. IE Inspection Reports

No. 50-454/81-09 and
No. 50-455/81-08

cc w/encls: .

Louis 0. DelGeorge
Director of Nuclear
Licensing

*

Gunner Sorensen, Site
Project Superintendent

V. I. Schlosser,
Project Manager

R. E. Querio, Station
Superintendent

DMB/ Document Contorl Desk (RIDS)',

Mary Jo Murray, Office of
Assistant Attorney General

Myron M. Cherry '

s

_

%
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Appendix A.

NOTICE OF VIOLATION

Commonwealth Edison Company Docket No. 50-454
Docket No. 50-455

'

As a result of the inspection conducted on July 29-31, 1981, and in accord-
ance with the Interim Enforcement Policy, 45 FR 66754 (October 7, 1980), the
following violations were identified. The violations apply to Unit 1 only.

1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, states, in part, that " Activities
affecting quality shall be prescribed in documented instructions, pro-
cedures, or drawings . . and shall be accomplished in accordance with.

these instructions, procedures, or drawings."

Commonwealth Edison Company Topical Report CE-1-A, " Quality Assurance
Pragram for Nuclear Generating Stations", Revision 9, dated July 16, 1979,
states in Section 5 that "The quality assurance ctions carried out for
design, construction, testing, and operation activities will be described
in documented instructions, procedures, drawings, specifications, or
checklists. These documents will assist personnel in assuring that
important activities have been performed. These documents will also
reference applicable acceptance criteria which must be satisfied to
assure that the quality related activity has been properly carried out."

~

Contrary to the above, the snubber structural attachment assemblies

)[[
erected within the Unit 1 Containment were not inspected and accepted
by the Quality Control staff as required by the established site work

3
procedures.

This is a Severity Level V violation (Supplement II).

2. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, states in part, "The design control
measures shall provide for verifying or chec'ing the adequa'cy of design,
such as by the performance fo design reviews Design control mea-. . .

sures shall be applied to items such as . . stress . Design' changes,. ..

including field changes, shall be subjected to design cont.rol measures
commensurate with those applied to the original desigu . "

..

Commonwealth Edison Company Topical Report CE-1-A, " Quality Assurance
Program for Nuclear Generating Stations", Revision 9, dated July 16,
1979, states in Section 3 that "TLe tundamental vehicle for design.

control involves multi-level review and/or evaluation of design docu-
ments by individuals or groups other than the original designer or
designer's immediate supervisor whose authority and responsibility
are identified and controlled by written procedures. The design
documents include, but sre not limited to, system flow diagrams,
design and construction specifications, load capacity data sheets,
design reports, equipment specifications, process drawings."



.
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* *
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Appendix A -2-

Contrary to the above, three instances were observed where design
changes for snubber assembly insta11at-ion did not receive design

(r review and approval measures commensurate with the original design
I calculations. Furthermore, the modifications were completed prior

j to issuance of a Field Change Request.

This is a Severity Level V violation (Supplement II).

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, you are required to submit to
this office within thirty days of the date of this Notice a written state-
ment or explanation in reply, including for each item of noncompliance:
(1) corrective action taken and the results achieved; (2) corrective
action to be taken to avoid further noncompliance; and (3) the date when
full compliance will be achieved. Under the authority of Section 182 of
the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, this response shall be submitted
under o'ath or a ffirmation. Consideration may be given to extending your
response time for good cause shown.

AUG 2 4 G8k
(?. ~$ . l] ctt$. . . _

Dated C. E. Norelius, Director
Division of Engineering and
Technical Inspection

.

.
,

.

(

,__r _ _______
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Commonwealth Edison Company
'

ATTN: Mr. Cordell Rt ed
Vice President

Post Office Box 767
'

Chicago, IL 60690

Gentlemen:
l

| This refers to the routine safety inspection ccaducted by Mr. R. S. Love
of this office on September 22-25, 1981. of activities at Rvron Generatinei

Station. I'n i t s 1 and 2. authorized by NRC Construction Permits No. CPPR-130
and ho. CPPR-131 and to the discussion of our findings with Mr. R. Tuetken,
Assistant Project Superintendent at the conclusion of the inspection.

The enclosed copy of our inspection report identifies areas examined during
the inspection. Within these areas, the inspection consisted of a selective
examination of procedures and representative reccrds, observations, and in-
terviews with personnel.

During this inspection, certain of vnur activities appeared to be in non-
re pliance with NRC recuirements, as specified in enclosed Appendix A. A
written response, submitted under oath or affirmation, is required.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the Commission's regulations, a copy
of this letter, the enclosures, and your response to this letter will be
placed in the NRC's Public Document Room. If the enclosures contain any
information that you or your contrtetors believe to be exempt from dis-
closure under 10 CFR 9.5(a)(4), it is necessary that you (a) notify this
office by telephone within seven (7) days from the date of this letter of
your intention to file a request for withholding; and (b) submit within
twenty-five (25) days from the date of this letter a written application
to this office to withhold such information. Section 2.790(b)(1) requires
that any such application must be accompanied by an affidavit executed by

: the owner of the information which identifies the document or part sought
I to be withheld, and which contains a full statement of the reasons which
l are the bases for the claim that the information should be withheld from
| public disclosure. 'Inis section further requires the statement to address

with specificity the considerations listed in 10 CFR 2.790(b)(4). The

.

-
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information sought to be withheld shall be incorporated as far as possible
into a separate part of the affidavit. If we do not hear from you in this
regard within the specified periods noted above, a copy of this letter,
the enclo:ures, and your response to this letter will be placed in the
Public Document Room.

We will gladly discuss any questions you have concerning this inspection.
.

Sincerely,

6$.bc1a. sue
C. E. Norelius, Director
Division of Engineering and

Technical Inspection

Enclosures:
1. Appendix A, Notice -

of Violation
2. IE Inspection Reports

No. 50-454/81-16 and
No. 50-455/81-12

cc w/enels: "

Louis 0. De1 George
Director of Nuclear
Licensing

Gunner Sorensen, Site
Project Superintendent

V. I. Schlosser,

| Project Manager
| R. E. Querio, Station
| Superintendent

DP.L/ Document Contorl Desk (RIDS)
Mary Jo Murray, Office of

Assistant Attorney General
Myron M. Cherry

.

m r _ _ _, _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Appendix A

NOTICE OF VIOLATION

Commonwealth Edison Company Docket No. 50-454
Docket No. 50-455

As a result of the inspection conducted on September 22-25, 1981, and in
' accordance with the Interim Enforcement Policy, 45 FR 66754 (October 7,

1980), the following violatice was identified:

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, states in part, "reasures shall be
established to assure that conditions adverse to quality. ..are promptly
identified and corrected."

Commonwealth Edison Company Topical Report No. CE 1-A, Revision 9,
Section 16, states in part, "A corrective action system will be used to
assure that such items...which are adverse to quality and might affect the
safe operation of a nuclear generating station are promptly identified and
corrected."

Contrary to the above, the licensee had not taken the necessary actions to
assure that an identified item of noncompliance, concerning the separation
criteria between safety-related and non-safety-related cables, was promptly
corrected. This is exemplified by the fact that the appropriate Hatfield
procedure addressed in the licensee's correspondence, was not being imple-
mented as of September 24, 1981. The licensee committed to have the
procedure implemented by June 1,1981. (Reference CECO letter dated May 7,
1981, from Cordell Reed to James G. Keppler.) L

1

This is a Severity Level V violation (Supplement II).
1

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, you are required to submit to
this office within thirty days of the date of this Notice a written statement
or explanation in reply, including for each item of noncompliance: (1) cor-
rective ac7. ion taken and the results achieved; (2) corrective action to be
taken to avoid further noncompliance; and (3) the date when full compliance
will be achieved. Under the authority of Section 182 of the Atomic Energy
Act of 1954, as amended, this response shall be submitted under oath or
affirmation. Consideration may be given to extending your response time
for good cause shown.

c o, .J:di.gt,e. * ,,

Dated C. E. Norelius, Director
Division of Engineerin ando

Technical Inspection
,

. - _ . .- - _- .- - . - - , _ - _ _ _ - - - _ _ _
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Docket No. 50-454(DETP)
~

Commonwealth Edison Company
- ATTN: Mr. Cordell Reed -

Vice President
Post Office Box 767
Chicago, IL 60690

Gentlemen:

This refers to the routine safety inspection conducted by fhr. M. A. Ring of
this office on January 25, 26, 27, 29 and February 2, 3, 16-19, 1982, ot ~
activities at Byron Nuclear Power Station. Unit 1_m authorined by NRC Con-
struction Permit No. CPPR-130 and to the discussion of our findings with
Mr. R. Querio and others of your staff at the conclusion of the inspection.

The enclosed copy of our inspection report identifies areas examined d'uring
the, inspection. Within these areas, the inspection consisted of a selective
examination of procedures and representative records, observations, and .

interviews with personnel. . . $.,',

{
During this inspection, certain of your activities appeared to be in noncom-
,pliance with NRC recuirements, as specified in the enclosed Appendix. A

''
written response, submitted under oath or affirmation, is required. With
regard to Item 2 of Appendix A, we found that the station's contrcls for
the care and preservation of safety related equipment have not been effective.
Further, this item is repetitive, since similar items of noncompliance were
identified during previous NRC inspections in 1981 and earlier in 1982. In
your response to this item, please indicate why your proposed corrective
action is expected to be more successful in preventing future similar viola-
tion than the corrective action specified previously.

,
,

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the Commission's regulations, a copy of ,
this letter, the enclosures, and your response to this letter will be placed
in the NRC's Public Document Room. If this report contains any information
that you (or your contractors) believe to be exempt from disclosure under
10 CFR 9.5(a)(4), it is necessary that you (a) notify this office by telephone
within ten (10) days'from the date of this letter of your intention to file
a request for withholding; and (b) submit within twenty-five (25) days from
the date of this letter a written application to this office to withhold such-

information. If your teceipt of this letter has been delayed such that less
than seven (7) days are available for your review, please notify this office

k

.
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promptly so that a new due date may be established. Consistent with Section
2.790(b)(1), any such application must be acccmpanied by an affidavit executed
by the owner of the information which identifies the document or part sought
to be withheld, and which contains a full statement of the reasons which are
the bases for the claim that the information should be withheld from public
disclosure. This section further requires the statement to address with
specif'icity the considerations listed in 10 CFR 2.790(b)(4). The information
sough: to be withheld shall be incorporated as far as possible into a separate
part of the affidavit. If we do not hear from you in this regard within the
specified periods noted above, a copy of this letter, the enclosures, and your
response to this letter will be placed in the Public Document Room.

We will gladly discuss any questions you have concerning this inspection.

Sincerely,

d. '[ 6Ms
C. E. Narelius, Director
Division of Engineering and ' '

Technical Programs

Enclosures:
1. Appendix, Notice

C
of Violation

2. Inspection Report
No 50-454/82-02(DETP) -

cc w/encls
Louis 0. De1 George, Director

of Nuclear Licensing
V. I. Schlosser, Project Manager
Gunner Sorensen, Site Project

Superintendent
R. E. Querio, Station

Superintendent

DMB/ Document Control Desk (RIDS)
Resident Inspector, RIII
Resident Inspector, RIII

Braidwood
Mary Jo Murray, Offic'e of

; Assistant Attorney General
Myren M. Cherry

.

%

---
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Appendix

NOTICE OF VIOLATION

Commonwealth Edison Company Docket No. 50-454

As a result of the inspection conducted on January 25-27, 29 and February 2,
3, 16-19, 1982, and in accordance with the Interim Enforcement Policy,
45 FR 66754 (October 7, 1980), the following violations were identified:

1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XIV requires that measures be
established to indicate by the use of markings such as stamps, tags,
labels, routing cards or other suitable means, the status of inspec-
tions and tests performed upon the individual items of the nuclear
power plant. Measures shall also be established for indicating the
operating status of structures, systems and components of the nuclear
power plant.

The Byron Station Startup Manual states in Paragraph 4.1 that the
System Status Notice is a system of tracking the system status
during the ccepletion of construction, flushing and testing, until
turnover for normal unit operation. The System Status Notice con-
sists of: the type of marking (or taping) required. In

. . .

paragraph 4.1.2, Re-entry Control, the Startup Manual states that
gre-entry control consists of: blue or yellow tape on all (. . .

system components, except piping, indicating the portion of the
system under re-entry control.

Contrary to the above:,

i

a. Six components (instruments) in the RHR system and one component
i in the SI system were observed which had not been blue taned to

indicate release for preoperational testing as shown on the' '

System Status Notice.

b. A second system of tanine which involved blue taoe (and other - "

colors) of almost identical color was identified as being used
the site to aic in establishing separation tor safety related

,

at

|
'

.

.

I
t

,
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instrumentation. This taping system meant nothing as far as
the system status notice was concerned, yet further confused
the determination of the status of any particular instrument. .

This is a Severity Level V violation (Supplement II).

2. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XIII states, in part, that " Measures
shall be established to control the handling, storage, shipping,
cleaning and preservation of material and equipment to prevent...

damage or deterioration.

The Commonwealth. Edison Company Quality Assurance Program contains,
in Quality Requirement QR 2.0 a commitment to the regulatory position
of Regulatory Guide 1.38 Revision 2 which endorses the requirements
of ANSI N45.2.2-1972. Section 6.5 of ANSI N45.2.2 states, in part,
that, " Items released from storage and placed in their final locations
within the power plant, shall be ... cared for in accordance with
the requirements of Section 6 of this Standard." Section 6 of ANSI

N45.2.2 states in part that, "(6.1.1) Levels and methods of storage
necessary are defined to minimize the possibility of damage or
lowering quality due to corrosion, contamination, deterioration, or
physical damage. (6.2.2) Cleanliness and good housekeeping practices
shall be enforced u: all times in the storage areas. (6.2.4) The
use or storage of food, drinks ... in controlled storage areas shall

( not be permitted. (6.4.2) Items shall have all covers,. . .

caps,, plugs or other closures intact covers removed for, . . .

internal access at any time for any reason shall be im=ediately
replaced and resealed after completion of the purpose for removal."

Contrary to the above:

The licensee does not have an adequate program to ensure proper care
and preservation of safety related equipment as evidenced by approxi-
mately 15 instances of conditions potentially damaging to safety related

,equipment identified while observing the performance of RER and DG
tests on January 26, February 3 and 18, 1982.

This is a repetitive item of noncompliance in that similar problems
were identified in NRC Inspection Report No. 50-454/81-12-01, dated
September 2, 1981, and subsequent followup Inspection Reports No.

-

50-454/S1-18 and 50-454/81-14, dated November 17, 1981. Also In-
spection Reports No. 50-454/S2-03 and 50-455/82-02 indicated that
progress in this area was insufficient to close the item.

.
/
(
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Appendix 3

(This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement II).

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, you are required to submit
to this office within thirty days of the date of this Notice a written
statement or explanation in reply, including for each item of noncompli-
ance: (1) corrective action taken and the results achieved; (2) correc-
tive action to be taken to avoid further nonco=pliance; and (3) the date
when full compliance will be achieved. Under the authority.of Section
182 of the Atomic Energy - Act of 1954, as amended, this response shall be
sub=itted under oath or affirmation. Consideration may be given to ex-

'

tending your response time for good cause shown.

.

k . M'Dated
C. E. Norelius, Director
Division of Engineering and
Technical Programs

1

.

.

m

.

9
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Docket No. 50-454

Commonwealth Edison Company
ATTN: Mr. Cordell Reed

Vice President
Post Office Box 767
Chicago, IL 60690

This refers to the routine safety inspection conducted by Messrs. M. A. Rine
and J. M._ Hinds of this office on July 27 and August 26-28, 1981, of
activities at Byron Nuclear Power Station, Unit I authorized by NRC Con-
struction Permit No. CPPR-130 and to the discussion of our findings with
Mr. R. Ward and others of your staff at the conclusion of the inspection.

The enclosed copy of our inspection report identifies areas examined during
the inspection. Within these areas, the inspection consisted of a selective
examination of procedures and representative records, observations, and
interviews with personnel.

,

C During this inspection, certain of your activities appeared to be in non _
compliance with NRC recuirements. as specified in enclosed Appendix A. A
written response, submitted under oath or affirmation, is required.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the Commission's regulations, a copy
of this letter, the enclosures, and your response to this letter will be
placed in the NRC's Public Document Room. If the enclosures contain any
information that you or your contractors believe to be exempt from dis-
closure under 10 CFR 9.5(a)(4), it is necessary that you (a) netify this
office by telephone within seven (7) days from the date of this letter of
youi intention to file a request for withholding; and (b) submit within
twenty-five (25) days from the date of this letter a written application
to this office to withhold such information. Section 2.790(b)(1) requires

i

that any such application must be accompanied by an affidavit executed by
the owner of the information which identifies the document or part sought
to be withheld, and which contains a full statement of the reasons which

.

- ._ -

. _ .
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are the bases for the claim that the information should be withheld from
public disclosure. This section further requires the statement to address
with specificity the considerations listed in 10 CFR 2.790(b)(4). The
information sought to be withheld shall be incorporated as far as possible

I into a separate part of the affidavit. If we do not hear from you in this
regard within the specified periods noted above, a copy of this letter,
the enclosures, and your response to this letter will be placed in the
Public Document Room.

We will gladly discuss any questions you have concerning this inspection 4.i

Sincerely,

f, [, 7)otcikw
C. E. Norelius, Director
Division of Engineering and
Technical Inspection

Enclosures:
1. Appendix A, Notice

of Violation
.! 2. IE Inspection Report
| ( No. 50-454/81-11

cc w/encIs:
Louis 0. DelGeorge

Director of Nuclear
Licensing

Gunner Sorensen, Site
Project Superintendent

V. I. Schlosser,
Project Manager

,R. E. Querio, Station
; Superintendent
'

DMB/ Document Control Desk (RIDS)
Mary Jo MLrray, Office of

Assistant Attorney General
Myron M. Cherry

.
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Appendix A

( NOTICE OF VIOLATION

Commonwealth Edison Company Docket No. 50-454

As a result of the inspection conducted on July 27 and August 26-28, 1981,
and in accordance with the Interim Enforcement Policy, 45 FR 66754
(October 7,1980), the following violations were identified:

1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion VI, requires that measures be estab-
lished to control the issuance of documents which prescribe all
activities affecting quality. These measures shall assure that
documents, including changes, are reviewed for adequacy.

The Byron Startup Manual, Revision 4, requires in Section 1.4.4 that
changes to the Startup Manual be initiated by the originator, draft-
ed, typed and proofreaf by the Startup Group, reviewed by the Start-
up Group, concurred in by Site Quality Assurance, and authorized by
the Project Manager.

Contrary to the above:

The licensee did not adequately review and proofread all of the changes
made by Revision 4 to the Startup Manual for categorizing major and

( minor procedure changes. Criteria written for making major test pro-
cedure changes was the same as that used for making minor test pro-
cedure changes.

This'is a g{ygvfyJgolation(SupplementII). *M
.

2. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, states in part that " activities
affecting quality shall be prescribed by documented instr 2ctions,
procedures, or drawings, ... and shall be accomplished in accordance

| with these instructions procedures or drawings."

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XI, requires that all testing
required to demonstrate that structures, systems, and components,

| will perform satisfactorily in service is identified and performed
in accordance with written test procedures. -

! Contrary to the above:

a. The licensee did not adequately " verify that all instrumentation
in Appendix A is within current calibration intervals" in accord-

ance with paragraph 6.2 of construction test procedure 2.63.810,
Reactor Coolant Cold Hydrostatic Test. Four of the instruments

.
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Appendix A -2-

( listed in Appendix A of the completed test did not have any cali-
bration date listed. One of the instruments which should have
been calibrated was listed as calibrated on 1/1/90N (indicating
not able to be calibrated). Additionally, the " current calibra-
tion intervals" were described as "not yet established" for most
of the instruments.

- b. The licensee exceeded the pressure band specified in the Reactor
Coolant Cold Hydrostatic Test, 2.63.810. The minimum pressure
to demonstrate satisfactory strength and tightness was met and

.the calculated over pressure point was not exceeded, however,
the pressure band of 3102-0+12.5 psig specified in the proce-
dure for the 10 minute hold was exceeded.

The licensee did not adequately " verify all installed instru-c.
mentation in the SDP (System Documentation Package) is within
current calibration intervals" as required by paragraph 6.3 of
Preoperational Test 2 21.10, 125 V DC Distribution. The Tech
Staff representatives stated that OAD does not have calibration
intervals available yet for the instruments listed.

Thi g a g ver W evg violation (Supplement II). @Q
Pursuant to the previsions of 10 CFR 2.201, you are required to submit to
this office within thirty days of the date of this Notice a written statement

( or explanation in reply, including for each item of noncompliance: (1) cor-
rective action taken and the results achieved; (2) corrective action to be

taken to avoid further noncompliance; and (3) the date when full compliance
will be achieved. Under the authority of Section 182 of the Atomic Energy
Act of 1954, as amended, this response shall be submitted under oath
or affirmation. Consideration may be given to extending your response time
for good cause shown.

OCT 1 1951 6. ". 7 l e h .rated
C. E. Norelius, Director
Division of Engineering and

Technical Inspection

.
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, Docket No. 50-454
Docket No. 50-455

Commonwealth Edison Company
ATTN: Mr. Cordell Reed

Vice President
Post Office Box 767
Chicago, IL 60690

Gentlemen:

Thank you for your letter dated February 26, 1981, regarding cable tray weld
quality at the Byron Plant. We have reviewed this letter and its attachment
which documents your statistical approach towards resolving nonconforming cable
tray stiffener welds identified, in part, by NCRF-529. As a result of this
review, we have the following questions which require further clarification on
your part.

{ 1. Your " Weld Quality" assumption in Attachment "A", Byron Cable Tray Stif fener
Weld Inspection, does not demonstrate an ade,qua te basis to establish that
weld size and quality are acceptable. NRC inspectors have observed poor
quality welds in installed cable trays. These observations were not docu-
mented because our inspectors understood, based on discussions with your
staff, that your inspections had identified these issues. -Since according
to statements in your letter weld size and quality had not been documented

t as nonconforming, we conclude that your analyris and evaluation are incom-
plete. Please provide additional evidence of adequate weld quality based

! on the inspection history of the aforementioned welds or other considera-
tions. Also, please address the discrepant welds on installed cable tray
stif feners observed by NRC inspectcrs.

2. Your methodclogy for establishing a random sample as outlined in Attachment
"A" is not clear. Please provide a comprtaensive description of what was

; done to establish a random sample. Include in this deceription the basis
. for concluding that your sample is representative of the total population.
1

I'
. 3. It appears that the statistical evaluation of the quality of these cable

tray stiffener welds constitutes a change f rom the acceptance and quality
criteria outlined in Section 3.8 (Design of Category 1 Structures) Table

j 3.8-2, Item No. 20 of the FSAR. Please discuss y~ur intentions and con-o
'

siderations regarding compliance with this FSAR design requirement.
!

4 Your report concludes that based on sampling methods used, up to 1.3%
defective stif fener welds may exist for sa fety-related cable t rays at Byroni

.
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! Commenwealth Edison Company -2- g g 3 gggj

Units 1 and 2. Please provide us additional information regarding the basis
for assuming that this is an acceptable level of risk. Also in your response,
please address your plans for corrective action for any specific defective
welds which are identified in the future, where such welds are a part of the

population that was included in the study.

Your statement in the February 26, 1981 letter that "The inspectors agreed with
our approach and conclusions" represents an overstatement of our position on this
issue. While we agree it is your prerogative to solve the problem in any manner
of your choosing, we did not inaicate that the approach and methodology would be
acceptable to NRC without further review. During the initial conversations and
subsequent meetings, our staff expressed several reservations in this regard,
and requested that the subject report be submitted in writing for our review.

In order for us to continue our review of this mtter_ we request that you
orovide a written response within 25 davs to this office addressine the questions
previously discussed.

Your cooperation with us is appreciated.
'

Sincerely,

6. $ NN- '' "

C. E. Norelius, Acting Director
Division of Engineering and

,

Technical Inspection

cc: J. S. Abel, Director
of Nuclear Licensing

Gunner Sortnsen, Site
Project Superintendent

V. I. Schlosser,
Project Manager ,,

;

R. E. Querio, Station' ,

Superintendent
+

cc w/ltr dtd 2/26/81:
Central Files
Reproduction Unit NRC 20b

: PDR

Local PDR
NSIC
TIC
Mary Jo Murray, Office of

Assistant Attorney General
,

Myron M. Cherry =
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